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A B S T R A C T   

Traditional cell/particle isolation methods are time-consuming and expensive and can lead to morphology dis-
ruptions due to high induced shear stress. To address these problems, novel lab-on-a-chip-based purification 
methods have been employed. Among various methods introduced for the separation and purification of cells 
and synthetics particles, acoustofluidics has been one of the most effective methods. Unlike traditional separation 
techniques carried out in clinical laboratories based on chemical properties, the acoustofluidic process relies on 
the physical properties of the sample. Using acoustofluidics, manipulating cells and particles can be achieved in a 
label-free, contact-free, and highly biocompatible manner. To optimize the functionality of the platform, the 
numerical study should be taken into account before conducting experimental tests to save time and reduce 
fabrication expenses. Most current numerical studies have only considered one-dimensional harmonic standing 
waves to simulate the acoustic pressure distribution. However, one-dimensional simulations cannot calculate the 
actual acoustic pressure distribution inside the microchannel due to its limitation in considering longitudinal 
waves. To address this limitation, a two-dimensional numerical simulation was conducted in this study. Our 
numerical simulation investigates the effects of the platform geometrical and operational conditions on the 
separation efficiency. Next, the optimal values are tested in an experimental setting to validate these optimal 
parameters and conditions. This work provides a guideline for future acoustofluidic chip designs with a high 
degree of reproducibility and efficiency.   

1. Introduction 

The microfluidics-based cell/particle manipulation technologies 
have shown great potential due to low sample and reagent volume 
consumption, high product purity, high sensitivity, ease of use, and 
short isolation time [1–3]. Generally, microfluidic-based isolation 
methods are classified into two main groups: active and passive 
methods. In the first group, the isolation is performed by the action of 
external forces, while in the second one, the hydrodynamic and surface 
forces play the main roles in isolation [4,5]. The passive methods (such 
as filtration [6–8], immuno-affinity [9–12], inertial centrifugation [13], 
lateral displacement with nanopillar [14], and viscoelastic flow [15]) 
have higher throughput and also easier configuration as compared to the 
active methods. However, lower purity in biomolecules separation has 
been observed using passive methods compared to active methods. On 

the other hand, active methods use external forces that can be generated 
by the electrical field [6], magnetic field [9,12], and acoustic field 
[16,17] for biomolecules sorting and manipulation. The throughput of 
active methods is relatively lower than that of passive methods. The 
main disadvantage of active systems is that they require power and 
control. 

The majority of the aforementioned active isolation methods rely on 
the size of the particles. Their main difference is the dependency of the 
acting forces on different physical properties of working samples. For 
example, the electrical permittivity and magnetic susceptibility deter-
mine the forces exerting on the particles in electrical and magnetic- 
based isolation methods [5]. However, similarities (in terms of the 
order and sign values) in the electrical permittivity of the particles and 
surrounding medium decrease the efficiency of the electrical-based 
isolation method significantly [18]. With a similar approach, the 
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magnetic-based isolation method can only be employed when the par-
ticles are magnetic. The acoustophoresis is the only active isolation 
method that addresses and overcomes these obstacles as it functions 
based on mechanical properties compared to electrical or magnetic 
properties. 

The particle movement resulting from acoustics is denoted as 
acoustophoresis [19]. The acoustophoresis can be transferred easily in 
microfluidic devices as they provide the necessary working microscale 
medium. Acoustofluidic platforms (a combination of microfluidics and 
acoustics) are classified into three types based on the acoustic wave 
guiding process [20]: bulk acoustic wave (BAW) [21], surface acoustic 
wave (SAW) [22,23], and acoustic plate mode (APM) [22,24]. SAW has 
been widely used for various biological applications as BAW is mainly 
limited to high frequency, and APM is challenging to operate in a 
standard oscillator circuit [22]. SAWs are mechanical waves that pri-
marily propagate upon the surface of an elastic material. These waves 
consist of a longitudinal compression motion coupled with a transversal 
shear motion [25–28]. The wave generation is achieved by interdigital 
transducers (IDTs), the comb-shape electrodes (characterized based on 
the number of electrode fingers and their length referred to as the 
aperture) patterned upon a surface of a piezoelectric material. SAW loses 
the energy due to the viscous damping induced by acoustic streaming 
flow (ASF) in the fluid and imparts an acoustic radiation force (ARF) to 
suspended particles [27,28]. There are two types of SAW: the traveling 
SAW (TSAW), generated when a SAW is radiated away from the IDT; and 
the standing SAW (SSAW), formed when two individual IDTs generate 
oppositely propagating identical TSAWs which interfere constructively 
[2,29,30]. Both types create ARF and ASF in the fluid. However, the 
main interest is to minimize the ASF effect to implement ARF dominated 
particle manipulation [31]. This goal can be achieved easier by SSAW as 
the ASF developed by oppositely propagating TSAWs cancel one 
another, and the overall strength of the ASF diminishes [28]. Besides, 
SSAW has better controllability and work with lower frequencies (there 
is defined special situation, e.g., a given liquid size) in comparison with 
TSAW (by an order of ~10 MHz in SSAW compare to ~100 MHz in 
TSAW) [32]. 

Although experimental studies have been extensively performed to 
demonstrate this technique for various microfluidic applications, nu-
merical simulation of acoustophoresis driven by SAW has not been 
studied extensively. The numerical modeling is generally favorable as a 
pre-step for designing an acoustofluidic chip as it saves both time and 
cost. Most of the current numerical studies only considered a one- 
dimensional (1D) harmonic standing wave (HSW) modeling method to 
simulate the acoustic pressure distribution in the fluid [16,30,33]. Mao 
et al. [34] claimed that 1D HSW modeling causes some discrepancies in 
the estimated acoustic pressure distribution inside the microchannel 
compared to the experiments. The difference between the actual dis-
tribution and that modeled using 1D HSW is mainly caused by the lon-
gitudinal waves when SSAW is leaking into the fluid and the PDMS wall 
of the microchannel. Thus, it is highly desirable to establish an accurate 
representation of the acoustic pressure distribution originating from 
SSAW inside the microfluidic channel. Some attempts have been made 
to improve the accuracy of the numerical simulation by considering 2D 
HSW modeling [35]. More recently, Nama et al. [36] calculated the first- 
order fields that drive the acoustic streaming and the time-averaged 
acoustic radiation forces acting on suspended particles using a 2D nu-
merical simulation. However, they simplified the system by employing 
the effect of the piezoelectric substrate instead of modeling it as a 
separate domain. This simplification adds an some bias to the estimated 
acoustic pressure as the internal energy dissipation in the piezoelectric is 
ignored. As a result, the energy dissipations caused by the PDMS domain 
were not precisely modeled as neither the PDMS domain was included in 
the simulation nor the impedance boundary condition was applied to the 
microchannel walls. In another study, Hsu et al. [37] investigated the 
application of dual-wavelength standing surface acoustic waves for 
controlling particle migration towards the microchannel. Similar to 

other studies [36,38,39], the work of this group was limited to the fluid 
domain, and the influence of the PDMS walls and the influence of the 
piezoelectric domain were not well understood. 

Most of the previous research focused on experimental designing and 
testing were solely based on trial-and-error processes. For instance, the 
number of the electrode fingers and the aperture length in an IDT are 
suggested to be in the range of 50 to 100 and at least 30 times the wave 
wavelength, respectively [40]. Considering these rough estimates for 
parameters affecting the efficiency of SSAW devices significantly, there 
is a need for the development of an efficient numerical model capable of 
optimizing the preliminary designing factors of acoustofluidic chips. By 
employing the optimized parameters involved in developing the 
acoustofluidic chip, precise particle/cell manipulation and separation 
can be achieved. 

In this paper, the capability of the acoustofluidic chip as a precise 
and fast-acting platform for the manipulation of particles was demon-
strated. Various steps were taken into account to achieve this goal, 
including parameter optimization, 2D numerical simulation, and 
experimentation. As the first step, the proposed chip was studied para-
metrically by a finite element analysis (FEA) method. Next, the calcu-
lated optimal values of the parameters were implemented in our designs 
to validate the outcomes of the numerical simulation with the experi-
mental tests. Both experimental and numerical simulation results 
demonstrated that the number of IDT fingers and the applied voltage 
play the most important roles in increasing separation efficiency. 
However, there is a threshold for the applied voltage due to the joule 
heating phenomenon. According to the results, the voltage of 15.0V is 
the maximum value that should be supplied to the chip to ensure stable 
tests. Additionally, it was shown numerically that only the number of 
IDT fingers of {20,50,80} provides the highest energy transfer, and a 
small variation from the optimum value can cause a substantial reduc-
tion in ARF. Additionally, results revealed that the large microchannel’s 
height (bigger than the acoustic wavelength) leads to the horizontal 
particle movements and the vertical migration inside the microchannel. 
These results show that 1D HSW simulations cannot predict the particle 
movement accurately, and there is always a bias in the results of such 
simulations. In fact, using the optimized parameters presented here for 
the development of the acoustofluidic chip, a precise and controllable 
manner in particle/cell manipulation and separation can be achieved. 

2. Numerical simulation results 

The commercialized finite element analysis (FEA) software package 
(COMSOL Multiphysics, version 5.4) was used to simulate the SAW 
propagation in the LiNbO3 substrate and its penetration (Leaky SAW) in 
the PDMS and fluid. The SSAW field is derived by solving Eqs. (S6) - (S8) 
using a frequency-based solver. The distribution of the particles was 
then calculated by coupling the derived SSAW field in the fluid in a time- 
depended manner. The 2D computational domain is shown in Fig. S7. 

2.1. Mesh independency analysis 

To save computational resources and time, the mesh size is decreased 
at the piezoelectric substrate and progressively increased closer to the 
bottom of the substrate (as most of the relevant physics is close to the top 
surface). The maximum magnitude of the acoustic pressure (AP) was 
used as the parameter for the mesh-independency analysis. Results 
indicated that a coarse mesh size of 1

5λSAW near the bottom of the 
piezoelectric substrate and a fine mesh with the size of 1

10λSAW in the 
PDMS domain, the microchannel and near the top of the piezoelectric 
substrate can provide the required accuracy and fulfill the mesh- 
independency for the numerical results. 
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2.2. PDMS wall boundary condition 

To find the appropriate wall boundary condition (BC), hard and lossy 
(impedance) boundary PDMS walls were considered as separate do-
mains with the same device characteristic (to eliminate the bias for the 
numerical simulation). The value of parameters are as follows: λSAW =

150 μm, V0 = 20V, NP = 20, Microchannel’s height = 100 μm, Micro-
channel’s width = 800 μm, PDMS’s width = 3 mm, and PDMS’s height =
1 mm. The results in Fig. 1 demonstrate that the hard-wall BC changes 
(See Video S1) the locations of PNs and PANs while the lossy-wall BC 
(See Video S2) increases the maximum value of the acoustic pressure 
(~68% higher). However, there is a third option: considering the PDMS 
walls as the separate domain and including its thickness of the walls (See 
Video S3) which results in the dissipation of the majority of the acoustic 
energy into PDMS before reaching the fluid. This option is more realistic, 
and the results obtained using this option are in better agreement with 
previous studies [34,36,41]. Considering this option results in the 
maximum value of AP lower than that obtained for the case of the lossy- 
wall BC and still higher than that obtained for the hard-wall BC. 
Nevertheless, using either assumption of the lossy wall or PDMS does not 
disrupt the morphology of PNs and PANs, indicating these methods to be 
good candidates for simulations. In this study, due to the advantages of 
the PDMS as a separate domain in comparison to other types of BCs, we 
have chosen it for further steps in our simulation. 

2.3. Effects of width and height of the microchannel 

In acoustofluidic, one of the most important parameters is the 
dimension of the microchannel. Previous studies [34,36,41] have shown 
that a small mismatch in the alignment of the microchannel in the 
bonding process can disrupt the positioning of the PNs and PANs in the 
designed acoustofluidic chip. Previous research has assumed that the 
factor determining the PNs and PANs locations is the microchannel 
width. For instance, to have one PN in the microchannel, the width of 
the microchannel must be equal to λSAW/2, while the width should be 
λSAW for two PNs. Herein, we carried out the parametric study to 
calculate the distribution of AP at various heights and widths of the 
microchannel. It is worth mentioning that the microchannel was shifted 
by λSAW/4 from the center of the delay line to locate one PN in the 
middle of the microchannel. 

In general, the maximum amplitude of AP occurs in PANs, where the 
mechanical displacement is maximized, while the location of PNs is 
determined where the minimum mechanical displacement occurs (See 
Videos S4 and S5). The value of parameters are as follows: λSAW = 150 
μm, NP = 20, PDMS’s width = 3 mm, and PDMS’s height = 1 mm. Fig. 2 
demonstrates the effects of the width and height of the microchannel on 
the locations of the PNs and PANs. Each graph in Fig. 2 represents the 
contour of positive values (red) and negative values (blue), called dipole 
AP, along with zero values (white) of AP at different heights and widths 
of the microchannel. The values of the AP were normalized. Results 

Fig. 1. The comparison of the PDMS wall BC effects on the amplitude and the morphology of acoustic pressure distribution and the normal acceleration.  
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indicate that the height of 20μm provides only a vertical PN (yellow 
bars), while greater heights promote one and three horizontal PNs 
(black bars) at heights of 60μm and 100μm, respectively. Additionally, 
the increase in the height causes the occurrence of multiple AP dipoles 
(across the height of the microchannel) whose location of them is 
mirrored concerning the bottom AP dipole. While the microchannel’s 
width is half of the wavelength, only one vertical PN occurs in the 
middle of the microchannel compared to three vertical PNs (i.e., one in 
the middle and two at sidewalls) when the width of the microchannel is 
the same as the wavelength. It is worth mentioning that the location of 
the horizontal PNs changes over time (T = 1/f0); the horizontal PNs and 
AP dipoles move to the top of the microchannel until their energy dis-
sipates to PDMS. As it is shown, there are three PNs when the width=

150μm. The reason is that the speed of sound in the fluid is different 
from that in LiNbO3, which causes an inevitable mismatch in the fre-
quency inside the microchannel. Thus, the microchannel was shifted by 
λSAW/4 from the center of the delay line to locate one PN in the middle of 
the microchannel; otherwise, there would be acoustic pressure disrup-
tion due to inaccurate positioning of vertical displacement at the 
interface of LiNbO3/fluid/PDMS. 

2.4. Effects of width and height of PDMS 

As previously mentioned, sound waves propagate into the PDMS 
domain before reaching the middle-trapped fluid, dissipating most of its 
acoustic energy into the PDMS domain. Thus, the effect of the width 
(WPDMS) and height (HPDMS) of the PDMS walls on the distribution of the 
normal component of the displacement (δ) at the surface of LiNbO3 and 
AP inside the microchannel are investigated to minimize energy dissi-
pation. The same parameter values used in the previous section were 
used for this section except for the width and the height of PDMS. 

Fig. 3 shows the correlation between δ at the interface of LiNbO3/ 
fluid/PDMS for different WPDMS (constant HPDMS) and different HPDMS 
(constant WPDMS). Once acoustic waves reach the PDMS domain, they 
start to propagate in PDMS at the Rayleigh angle, and hence, δ decreases 
exponentially before reaching the fluid domain. The results show that 
the displacement decreases from 30 Å to 15 Å by increasing WPDMS from 
1 mm to 4.5 mm at the constant HPDMS. However, this behavior was not 
followed by varying HPDMS (at constant WPDMS): not a significant varia-
tion in δ was observed (about a 6% reduction in δ) by increasing HPDMS 
from 1 mm to 5 mm at the constant WPDMS. 

Fig. 2. The distribution of pressure nodes (PNs) and pressure anti-nodes (PANs) at different widths and heights of the microchannel. The yellow and black color bars 
show the location of the vertical and horizontal PN lines, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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Furthermore, the same trends were followed by the acoustic pressure 
of the fluid trapped inside the microchannel (see Fig. 4 in which the 
variation of AP inside the microchannel was plotted along the vertical 
cutline located in the middle of the microchannel). In essence, the 
acoustic pressure decreases substantially from 1500kPa to 900kPa by 
increasing WPDMS from 1 mm to 4.5 mm (at the constant HPDMS = 5mm). 
However, in the vertical cutline (i.e., at a distance of 1.4 mm from the 
bottom of the PDMS), the AP reaches ~0kPa indicating that most of the 
SAW energy is dissipated within 1 mm from the bottom of PDMS. The 
results indicate that SAW energy dissipation is dependent only on 
WPDMS; HPDMS the modification does not affect the displacement 

magnitude and the acoustic pressure significantly, and hence will not be 
considered for the next steps of this study. 

It is shown as HPDMS increases, the temperature inside the micro-
channel and PDMS goes up regardless of the WPDMS value. However, the 
same behavior is not observed for WPDMS variation at constant HPDMS; 
although bigger WPDMS leads to the lower maximum temperature, these 
changes are negligible compared to HPDMS variation. Furthermore, the 
temperature variation along the vertical cutline located inside of PDMS 
is shown in Fig. S8. It is observed that the temperature delay exponen-
tially as it is distanced from the bottom of the PDMS to its top. Addi-
tionally, previous research [42] has shown that the thick PDMS can lead 

Fig. 3. Effects of WPDMS and HPDMS on the normal component of displacement (δ). The red and yellow regions represent fluid and PDMS domains, respectively. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. The variation of acoustic pressure (AP) at different widths and heights of PDMS along the vertical cutlines.  
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to the acoustothermal heating of the device in addition to poor acoustic 
energy transmission. As can be seen from Fig. 5, both  and  can affect the 
temperature distribution inside the microchannel and PDMS. It is shown 
as  increases, the temperature inside the microchannel and PDMS goes 
up regardless of the  value. However, the same behavior is not observed 
for  variation at constant; although bigger leads to the lower maximum 
temperature, these changes are negligible compared to variation. 
Furthermore, the temperature variation along the vertical cutline 
located inside of PDMS is shown in Fig. S8. It is observed that the 
temperature delay exponentially as it is distanced from the bottom of the 
PDMS to its top. 

2.5. Effects of number of IDT fingers 

The number of finger pairs (Np) of IDTs is an important parameter 
partially due to its effect on the quality factor [43] and the effective 
piezoelectric coupling coefficient of the substrate. The greater the 
coupling coefficient, the greater the amount of energy that can be 
transduced in the IDTs (leading to a higher magnitude of AP). The en-
ergy transfer goes up by increasing Np up to the limit of the material 
[40]. However, the bandwidth reduces due to mismatching that 
happened in the impedance between IDTs pairs and the signal source 
[25,40]: when the voltage V0 is applied to IDTs, the power is both 
absorbed and produced; this behavior is defined by the electrical 
admittance of the IDTs including capacitance, conductance, and sus-
ceptance. At a certain frequency, susceptance becomes negative and 
begins to counteract with capacitance. When these terms cancel out, the 
admittance becomes real and directly corresponds to a resistive load and 
the most efficient operation of the IDTs [17,25]. As the majority of signal 
generators use a widely accepted standard of 50Ω for their resistive load, 
a suitable Np must be used in the final design to match the impedance of 
the RF signal generator and IDTs [17]. To find a suitable number of IDT 

fingers providing maximum energy transmission, the relationship be-
tween the magnitude of the normal component of displacement (the 
absolute value) and energy transmission on Np are studied para-
metrically. The following parameter values were used for this section: 
V0 = 20V, λSAW = 100μm, WChannel = λSAW/2, HChannel = 60μm, WPDMS =

2mm, and HPDMS = 0.5mm. As can be seen from Fig. 6 (A), NP =

{20,50,80} provide the maximum magnitude of acceleration which is 
in good agreement with the previous study [25] (indicating NP = 20 
provides the most efficient operation of the IDTs). The same trend was 
observed for different value of wavelength (λSAW = {150, 200}μm). 
Interestingly, NP also affects both magnitude and profile of the me-
chanical motion at the LiNbO3 and PDMS/fluid interference (See 
Table S4). NP = 20 has been considered in this study. 

In addition, the electromechanical coefficient (K2) was calculated 
according to Smith’s equivalent circuit model by using Eq. (S25). As 
mentioned previously, since admittance plays an important role in the 
efficient operation of the IDTs and energy transmission, it was calculated 
first to derive K2 value for each NP. As it is shown in Fig. 6 (B), the result 
agrees well with the aforementioned reported data (the normal 
component of the acceleration versus NP). 

2.6. Particle trajectories 

The “Particle Tracing” module in the COMSOL Multiphysics software 
package was used to calculate trajectories at various times inside the 
microchannel. This module evaluates the location of each particle 
independently at different time frames. Since the cross-section of the 
acoustofluidic chip was modeled in this study, the drag force imposed by 
the convection term of the fluid flow was neglected as the direction of 
the fluid flow (Z) is perpendicular to the computational domain and 
cannot affect X and Y directions of the microparticle motion. For this 
part of the simulation, 2000 particles were released at time zero second 

Fig. 5. Effects of WPDMS (at the constant HPDMS) on the normal component of displacement (δ). The red and yellow regions represent fluid and PDMS domains, 
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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and distributed homogenously. Then, the ARF and the force induced by 
the relative velocity of SAW were applied to the particles. The values of 
the applied parameters were the same as in previous sections; however, 
to validate the results of this section, the applied AC voltage and fre-
quency were adjusted to some extent based on the values of the 1D HSW 
simulation of Shi et al. [44]. As a result, the following parameter values 
were used for this section: V0 = 5V, λSAW = 200μm, Np = 20, 
WChannel = λSAW, HChannel = 100μm, WPDMS = 4.5mm, and HPDMS =

2.0mm. 
At first, the effects of the frequency and the particle diameter on the 

particle motion were investigated by the parametric study. Using Eqs. 
(14) to (17), we evaluated the variation of the horizontal component of 
the acoustic radiation force (ARFx) along the horizontal cutline passed 
through the middle of the width of the microchannel width. Note that 
the microchannel was shifted by λSAW/4 to match the location of the PN 
lines in the fluid. The results are shown in Fig. 7: as the wavelength 
increases from 100μm to 200μm, the peak value of ARFx for the particle 
with a diameter of dP = 10μm decreases from 110pN to 60pN (50% 
reduction). These values matched perfectly with results reported by Shi 
et al. [44] with a slight deviation in values due to higher input power 
and a smaller frequency in their study compared to the results presented 
in this paper. 

Additionally, three PNs and two PANs were formed inside the 
microchannel since the width of the microchannel is equal to the 

wavelength. The results demonstrate that both PNs and PANs are located 
where the amplitude of ARFx reaches zero. Also, PNs only occurs when 
the direction of ARFx is inward while the PANs are outward (see Fig. 7). 
This is due to the fact that the maximum value of ARFx occurs when the 
acoustic potential field (U) experiences the maximum gradient. The 
maxima of U are located between each PN and PAN where there is a 
maximum gradient of U. Nonetheless, the gradient of U at PNs and PANs 
locations is zero due to the occurrence of maxima and minima of the 
acoustic pressure and acoustic velocity in PANs, respectively as well as 
zero value of both of them in PNs. Thus, by moving closer to PNs and 
PANs, the magnitude of ARFx decreases which cause a longer period for 
the particle migration toward PNs. 

In the next step, the distribution of particles under the influence of 
ARF was simulated. The results are shown in Fig. 8 when the wavelength 
is 200μm at various time frames (the calculated optimal values of the 
previously discussed parameters were used for this step). It can be seen 
that particles migrate to the middle of the microchannel and along the 
sidewalls which are the location of the PNs. The required time for the 
1μm particle to move toward the middle PN is significantly longer at a 
constant wavelength compare to the 5μmparticles (as about 99% of the 
5μmparticles have already reached the middle PN while this value for 
the 1μm is about 40%). There is a small difference in the 5μm particle 
migration between frames 0.5 s and 1.0 s, which indicates they already 
have reached their final positions (PN lines) around 0.5 s. These results 

Fig. 6. (A) The variation of the normal component of the acceleration across the width of the microchannel for different values of the IDTs fingers, (B) The variation 
of the electro-mechanical coupling coefficient (K2) for different values of the IDTs fingers around the resonance frequency. The graphs are plotted at.λSAW = 100μm 
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indicate that the time required for particles to complete their migration 
toward PNs is highly non-linear versus their diameters, which agrees 
well with the introduced formula by shi et al. [44]. These results qual-
itatively agree with previous studies: using a 1D HSW numerical simu-
lation, Shi et al. [44] claimed that the required times for {5,1}μm 
particles to move from the sidewalls to the middle PN at λSAW = 300μm 
are ~0.5 s, and ~10 s, respectively. Our results indicated half of these 
values for the complete migration toward the middle PN (See Video S6). 
The main reasons for this discrepancy are the higher wavelength (here 
λSAW = 200μm was used while λSAW = 300μm similar to Shi et al. [44]). 
Also, three PN lines were located in the microchannel, and hence the 
half distance is required for the particles to be positioned entirely at PNs. 
It is worth mentioning that this mismatch has a higher deviation when 
smaller particles are considered (around ten times higher in a smaller 
size ~1μm particle compared to ~5μm particle). This indicates the 
importance of migration timing in the successful particle/cell isolation/ 
manipulation purposes. The results in Fig. 8 revealed that ARF also has a 
vertical component acting on the particles and causing their migration 
in the vertical direction. At the final stages of the particle migration 
towards PNs, they attached to the sidewalls of the microchannel: if the 
height of the microchannel is relatively larger than the wavelength, 
multiples PNs and PANs are created inside the microchannel, causing 
the particle migration towards not only vertical PNs but also to the 
horizontal PNs. Considering these two directions of motion, it can be 
concluded that 1D HSW simulations cannot accurately predict particle 
migration, and there is always a bias in the results of such simulations. 

2.7. Effects of dielectrophoresis 

As SAW propagates in LiNbO3, the electrical field is generated inside 
the piezoelectric substrate as well. The main reason behind this phe-
nomenon is piezoelectricity law [25], as the mechanical strain and 
electrical field are highly coupled with each other. As a result, the fluid 
in the microchannel is exposed to a direct electrical voltage at the bot-
tom of the microchannel. Thus, lithium niobate acts as an electrode. 
Herein, we studied the effect of the applied AC voltage amplitude on the 
amount of the transferred electrical potential to the fluid. The same 
geometry and operational conditions as before were implemented in this 
section except for the applied AC voltage amplitude. In essence, the DEP 
force is proportional to the gradient of the squared of the electric field 
∇|E|2 [18]. Fig. 9 illustrates the variation of ∇|E|2 components along two 

cutlines (shown as the yellow bar in Fig. 9): 
{
∇|E|2

}

x 
along the hori-

zontal cutline (which is located at the half of the microchannel’s height) 

and 
{
∇|E|2

}

y 
along the vertical cutline (which is located in the middle 

of the microchannel’s width). As it is shown in Fig. 9, the horizontal 
component of ∇|E|2 is proportional to the V0 amplitude where there is a 

noticeable increase in 
{
∇|E|2

}

x 
value at high voltages (V0 =

{20,25}V). Additionally, the value of 
{
∇|E|2

}

x 
becomes zero in the 

middle of the microchannel where the horizontal PN line is located. 

Fig. 9 shows the magnitude of 
{
∇|E|2

}

y 
which is higher at the bottom of 

the microchannel while it is neglectable near the top of the 

Fig. 7. ARFx distribution across the width of the microchannel at the different wavelengths for particles with a diameter of dP = {5,10,15}μm.  
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microchannel. Thus, the vertical component of the electric field pushes 
the particles toward the upper side of the microchannel. Similar to 
{
∇|E|2

}

x
, there is a direct relationship between V0 and 

{
∇|E|2

}

y
. This 

result indicates that the DEP force plays an important role at high V0 and 
must be considered in all of the experiments. The comparison between 
{
∇|E|2

}

x 
and ARFx indicates that the amplitude of these forces follows 

the opposite trend (and hence there is a competition between the DEP 
and ARF in the fluid); when ARFx value is at its smallest value 
{
∇|E|2

}

x
experiences the local maxima. Although ARF is always domi-

nant over the DEP force [45] in SSAW devices, it cannot be neglected 
completely. Prior to the migration of the particles toward the PN lines, 
ARF dominates the DEP force. However, after migration ARF becomes 
almost zero at the PN lines so DEP force dominates (even though the 
maximum value of DEP force is smaller compared to the maximum value 
of ARF at the PAN lines). The DEP force leads to the particle aggregation 
causing exertion of a chaining force (Fchain) [46,47] due to the interac-
tion of particles when they are close enough to each other. The distri-
bution of the electrical voltage at the top of the LiNbO3 substrate is 
shown in Fig. S10. 

2.8. Numerical simulation validation 

To validate the results of the presented numerical simulation, they 
were compared against the simulation results presented by Hsu et al. 
[48]. The value of the acoustic pressure (AP) was considered as the 
validation parameter. The geometrical parameters and operational 

conditions were adjusted accordingly: λSAW = 398μm, Np = 8, 
WChannel = 1600μm, HChannel = 25μm, WPDMS = 3.2mm, and HPDMS =

2.0mm. Fig. 10 (A) shows the variation of AP across the width of the 
microchannel at the half of the microchannel’s height. The results are in 
great agreement with only a 5% difference. 

Next, particle and AP distribution were compared against those re-
ported by Hsu et al. [37]. The parameters (fSAW = 10.02MHz, Np = 20, 
WChannel = 250μm, HChannel = 25μm, WPDMS = 1.6mm, and HPDMS =

1.0mm) were adjusted again to match those used in Hsu et al. [37]. 
Fig. 10 (B) demonstrates the results of this comparison. It is worth 
mentioning that the value of AP was normalized in the graphs, and 
hence the location of PNs (presented in vertical white dashed lines) are 
in the dark blue regions. The results of the two studies agree well: the 
migration paths and the final position (shown as the red dashed line 
after 1 s) of 8μm particles coincide well with the previously reported 
study. 

3. Experimental results 

After validation of the numerical simulation with the previous 
studies, the optimum parameters suggested by the simulations are used 
in experimental settings to study further the effect of the particle size, 
the amplitude of the applied voltage, the number of IDTs, and the die-
lectrophoresis effect. It is worth mentioning that an acoustic window 
(AW) was not incorporated in the experiments. AWs are used to mitigate 
the loss of acoustic energy to the PDMS before the waves could be 
coupled with the liquid inside the microchannel [33,49]. 

The following subsections show the microparticle motion at different 

Fig. 8. The numerical simulation of the particle distribution under ARF influence in two different time frames when λSAW = 200μm. The particles are shown as points 
along their pathways they followed from their initial to the final locations. The PNs and PANs locations are shown as the black and dark-pink bars at each time frame. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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applied conditions. 

3.1. Effects of size of particles 

ARF value has a direct correlation with the AC voltage amplitude 
applied to IDTs and the volume of the particles. However, if the duration 
of ARF is long enough, all particles, regardless of their size and density, 
eventually migrate to PNs. Thus, we experimentally studied the time 
scale for a complete course of the microparticle migration toward PNs. 
As it is shown in Table 1, the PS particles with the size of 5μm (See Video 
S7) and 10μm (See Video S8) were injected with an initial homogenous 
state. Next, the signal generator applied the RF signal to the IDTs with 
the amplitude of V0 = 10V peak-to-peak. The results revealed that 5μm 
and 10μm PS particles required time is around 4.0s and 0.5s, respec-
tively, to complete their full migration course toward the nearest PNs. It 
is worth mentioning that due to the long exposure time of the micro-
scope (for the live recording of particle motion), these time figures are 
only approximations, which explains the slight difference with the nu-
merical simulation results. These results show a small difference in the 
time required for 10μm PS particles to complete the course of migration 
toward PNs, which was reported by Guldiken et al. study [2] (here ~0.5 
s compared to the reported ~0.1 s). However, this difference increases 
for 5μm PS particles (here ~4.0 s compared to the reported ~1.0 s time). 
The reason for this deviation can be explained by the influence of other 
forces which are not negligible for small sizes of particles (such as 
random motion due to the Brownian force and the particle-to-particle 
interaction force). 

An image analysis tool (MATLAB, version 2019a, Image Processing 
Toolbox) was also used to quantitatively compare the position of the 
particles at each PN line along the width of the channel at two-time 
frames (i.e., the initial and final states). By enhancing the contrast of 
images, the averaged normalized (by 255) pixel values along each PN 
line (shown as a red arrow in Table 1) were calculate (see Table 2). 
Finally, these averaged values are cumulatively averaged for all PN lines 
(e.g., 0.2393 and 0.4767for 5μm PS particles at the initial and final 
states, respectively; whereas these values are 0.1836 and 0.0468,
respectively, for 10μm PS particles.). An acoustic radiation coefficient of 
performance (COPrad) was introduced to evaluate the particle migration 
efficiency. 

COPrad =
AVEf

AVEi
(21) 

In the above equation, f and i subscripts indicate the final and initial 
states of the particles, respectively. 

Using this relation, the values of COPrad 2 and 4 were derived for 5μm 
and 10μm PS particles, respectively. This result shows that the COPrad is 
almost doubled for 10μm PS particles compared to that obtained for 
the5μm PS particles which agree well with those estimated from the 
numerical simulation. Note that there is no direct correlation between 
COPrad and migration time of particles due to a possible discrepancy in 
pixel values. Thus, COPrad can be only used as an estimate to evaluate the 
effectiveness of such devices for each setup configuration. 

Fig. 9. The variation of ∇|E|2 components along different cutlines located inside the microchannel: (A) the variation of 
{
∇|E|2

}

x 
along the horizontal cutline and (B) 

The variation of 
{
∇|E|2

}

y 
along the vertical cutline. The yellow bar indicates the location of the cutline. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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3.2. Effects of applied AC voltage amplitude 

The amplitude of the applied AC voltage has a direct correlation to 
the magnitude of AP and ARF: the higher the input power, the higher the 
efficiency, and the smaller the period required. However, the increase in 
the input power and hence ARF would cause Joule heating, bubble 
formation, and aggregation of particles inside the microchannel, which 
can disturb the flow direction, throughput, and functionality of the chip 
[50]. Herein, we carried out a test to investigate the effect of V0 on 5μm 
PS particle migration by increasing V0 with a rate of 1V/s. For each 
applied voltage, the corresponding numerical simulation is shown below 
each corresponding experimental result (see Fig. 11). In essence, as V0 is 
increased from 0.0V to 5.0V with an increment of 2.5V, a large number 
of PS particles move toward the nearest PNs (almost 30% of the particles 
have reached PNs by V0 = 5.0V). The same behavior was observed in 
the numerical simulation results for V0 = {2.5, 5.0}V; the majority of 
5μm particles could not complete their migration course completely. 
Then, we increased V0 from 5.0V to 20.0V with a rate of 5V/s to 

minimize the impact (bias) of ARF action duration. Both numerical and 
experimental results showed that the majority of the particles reached 
their nearest PNs by V0 = 15.0V. Nonetheless, we continued increasing 
the applied voltage in the experiments to investigate the impact of the 
high voltage on particle movement. The results indicated that at the 
voltage of V0 = 20.0V particle aggregation happened which disturbed 
the flow direction and hence there was no difference in the location of 
the particles (See Video S9). The numerical results also showed that an 
increase in the voltage beyond 15.0V does not affect the further 
migration of the particles. The main reason behind this phenomenon is 
the vertical component of acoustic radiation force (ARFy) which pushes 
the particles toward the top of the microchannel, and hence due to 
adhesion between the particles and the microchannel, no motion is 
observed after that. 

3.3. Effects of dielectrophoresis 

As previously mentioned, the aggregation of particles is an inevitable 

Fig. 10. (A) Acoustic pressure (AP) distribution across the width of the microchannel (coordinate x) at half of the microchannel’s height (12.5μm). The results are 
from two studies: Hsu et al. [48] (red line) and present study (blue line), (B) The comparison of results of the present study and Hsu et al. work [37] for microparticle 
migration. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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phenomenon in high AC voltages in acoustofluidic devices. Herein, the 
effect of high applied voltages was investigated. The value of parameters 
are as follows: λSAW = 100 μm, NP = 20, Microparticle size = 5μm, 
microchannel’s width = 800μm, microchannel’s height = 100 μm. As 
can be seen from Fig. 12, more aggregation occurs over time when 
constant high AC electrical voltage (V0 = 25V) is applied. Interestingly, 
the aggregation followed not only PN line locations (here the micro-
channel was tilted a little bit due to the misalignment in the bonding 
process) but also formed separate clusters at each PN line (See Video 
S10), which was previously claimed in [5,47,51]. The results are also in 
agreement with those provided by the FEA simulation in the previous 
section. Thus, and the effect of DEP cannot be neglected in the acous-
tofluidic device. 

4. Conclusion 

One of the goals of this study was to demonstrate the capability of the 
acoustofluidic chip as a highly precise and fast-acting platform for 
manipulation and separation of particles. Various steps were taken into 
account to achieve this goal, including carrying out the parameter 
optimization, developing the 2D numerical simulation, and conducting 
experiments. As a first step, the proposed lab-on-a-chip acoustofluidic 
chip was studied parametrically by the FEM method. The numerical 
simulation derived the optimum values of the parameters. Next, these 
optimized parameters were implemented to validate the outcomes of the 
numerical simulation with the experimental tests. The simulation results 
indicated that the applied voltage and the number of IDT fingers play an 
essential role in the efficiency of the acoustofluidic chip. As expected, 
there is a direct correlation between ARF and the applied voltage. 
Furthermore, the need for precise alignment has been shown: a small 

Table 1 
Migration of 5μm and 10 μm PS particles towards PNs at different time frames. It is worth mentioning that image processing techniques were used to improve the 
contrast and quality. The following test conditions were used for the test: λSAW = 200μm, Applied RF signal amplitude = 10[V] peak-to-peak, Microchannel’s width and 
height = {800 and 100} [μm].  

Table 2 
The Averaged pixel value of the PN lines for 5μm and 10μm PS particles at the initial and final states.  

PN number PN 1 PN 2 PN 3 PN 4 PN 5 PN 6 PN 7 Average 

5μm 
Microparticle  

Final state 
Acoustic ON  

0.4997  0.3476  0.2695  0.4499  0.7287  0.4344  0.6068  0.4767 

Initial state 
Acoustic OFF  

0.2363  0.2667  0.2594  0.2315  0.2076  0.2686  0.2048  0.2393 

10μmMicroparticle  Final state 
Acoustic ON  

0.1746  0.1684  0.1815  0.2082  0.1909  0.1929  0.1685  0.1836 

Initial state 
Acoustic OFF  

0.0695  0.0391  0.0522  0.0709  0.0378  0.0304  0.0277  0.0468  
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shift in the microchannel location can disturb the morphology of ARF in 
the fluid completely. 

In order to validate the outcome of the numerical simulation, the 
experimental setup was prepared based on the derived optimum values 
from the numerical simulation results. Both experimental and numerical 

results indicated the importance of various geometrical parameters and 
operational conditions such as applied AC voltage and number of fingers 
of IDTs: V0 = 15.0V is the maximum value of the applied voltage sup-
plied to the chip to ensure stable tests. Additionally, it was shown 
numerically that only Np = {20,50,80} provide the highest energy 

Fig. 11. Displacement of 5μm PS particles at the various applied RF signals amplitude when λSAW = 200μm.  
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transfer and a small variation from the optimum Np would cause a 
substantial reduction in ARF. Another interesting outcome of the FEA 
simulation is the effect of PDMS thickness. The results demonstrated that 
the acoustic energy dissipation could be prevented if the width of PDMS 
is smaller than 1 mm. Furthermore, the presence of dielectrophoresis 
must be considered at high applied AC voltages. The presented results in 
this work provide a guideline for the future design of acoustofluidic 
chips with higher reproducibility and efficiency. However, there are a 
few aspects in the presented study recommended for future studies: e.g., 
a similar study must be repeated with the bioparticles as there is a slight 
variation in some of their physical properties (such as compressibility) 
compared to PS particles. Additionally, the 3D numerical simulation 
should be conducted to cover both parametric study and particle tracing 
together. 
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